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Introduction 

Restyaboard is an open source alternative to Trello, but with smart additional features like offline 

sync, diff /revisions, nested comments, multiple view layouts, chat, and more. And since it is 

self-hosted, data, privacy, and IP security can be guaranteed. 

Restyaboard is more like an electronic sticky note for organizing tasks and todos. Apart from this, 

it is ideal for Kanban, Agile, Gemba board and business process/workflow management. It can be 

extended with productive plugins 

This is a PDF version of Restyaboard Documentation  

Tip: For up-to-date documentation, refer https://restya.com/board/docs/ 
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How to install Restyaboard in Ubuntu using shell script? 

Install script will automatically install required software. For more details, please refer Installation 

of Restyaboard in Ubuntu using shell script. 

How to install Restyaboard in CentOS using shell script? 

Install script will automatically install required software. For more details, please refer Installation 

of Restyaboard in CentOS using shell script. 

How to install the Restyaboard 1-click app through 

DigitalOcean Marketplace? 

Install Restyaboard with DigitalOcean 1-click app installer will automatically install Restyaboard on 

your own cloud. For more details, please refer Install Restyaboard 1-click app through 

DigitalOcean Marketplace. 

How to install Restyaboard in Windows using IIS? 

You can install Restyaboard in Windows using IIS and for more details, please refer Installation of 

Restyaboard in Windows using IIS. 

How to install Restyaboard in Windows using XAMPP? 

You can install Restyaboard in Windows using XAMPP and for more details, please refer 

Installation of Restyaboard in Windows using XAMPP. 

How to install Restyaboard in NixOS? 

You can install Restyaboard in NixOS by following the instructions from Installation of 

Restyaboard in NixOS. 
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How to install Restyaboard in Windows using WPN-XM? 

You can install Restyaboard in Windows using WPN-XM and for more details, please refer 

Installation of Restyaboard in Windows using WPN-XM. 

How to install the plugins in the Restyaboard? 

You can install plugins in the Restyaboard by extract/unzip the downloaded plugin zip into the 

Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and for more details, please refer General 

Plugin Installaion. 

How to install the Auto Archive Expired Cards plugin in the 

Restyaboard? 

You can install the Auto Archive Expired Cards plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the 

Auto Archive Expired Cards plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation 

path and give file permission and for more details, please refer Auto Archive Expired Cards 

Plugin Installation. 

How to install the User Role to Board Role Mapper plugin in 

the Restyaboard? 

You can install the User Role to Board Role Mapper plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading 

the User Role to Board Role Mapper plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard 

installation path and give file permission and for more details, please refer User Role to Board 

Role Mapper Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Broadcasts plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Broadcasts plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Broadcasts plugin 

and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and 

for more details, please refer Broadcasts Plugin Installation. 
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How to install the Canned Response plugin in the 

Restyaboard? 

You can install the Canned Response plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Canned 

Response plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file 

permission and for more details, please refer Canned Response Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Chat plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Chat plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Chat plugin and Unzip the 

downloaded Chat app to your root directory. Run the "chat.sh" file located in root directory to 

install ejabberd on your server e.g., "./chat.sh". Go to "client/apps/r_chat/" directory and for more 

details, please refer Chat Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Card Template plugin in the 

Restyaboard? 

You can install the Card Template plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Card Template 

plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission 

and for more details, please refer Card Template Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Theming/CSSilize plugin in the 

Restyaboard? 

You can install the Theming/CSSilize plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the 

Theming/CSSilize plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and 

give file permission and for more details, please refer Theming/CSSilize Plugin Installation. 
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How to install the Custom Field plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Custom Field plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Custom Field 

plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission 

and for more details, please refer Custom Field Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Dashboard Charts plugin in the 

Restyaboard? 

You can install the Dashboard Charts plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Dashboard 

Charts plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file 

permission and for more details, please refer Dashboard Charts Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Attachment Downloader plugin in the 

Restyaboard? 

You can install the Attachment Downloader plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the 

Attachment Downloader plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation 

path and give file permission and for more details, please refer Attachment Downloader Plugin 

Installation. 

How to install the Estimated Time Tracking plugin in the 

Restyaboard? 

You can install the Estimated Time Tracking plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the 

Estimated Time Tracking plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation 

path and give file permission and for more details, please refer Estimated Time Tracking Plugin 

Installation. 
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How to install the Elasticsearch plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Elasticsearch plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Elasticsearch 

plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission 

and for more details, please refer Elasticsearch Plugin Installation. 

How to install the EU GDPR Cookie Consent Popup plugin 

in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the EU GDPR Cookie Consent Popup plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading 

the EU GDPR Cookie Consent Popup plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard 

installation path and give file permission and for more details, please refer EU GDPR Cookie 

Consent Popup Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Export CSV plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Export CSV plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Export CSV plugin 

and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and 

for more details, please refer Export CSV Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Gantt View plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Gantt View plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Gantt View plugin 

and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and 

for more details, please refer Gantt View Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Restyaboard Gmail Add-on in your mail? 

You can install the Restyaboard Gmail Add-on in your mail by downloading the Gmail Add-on 

plugin and following the instructions from Restyaboard Gmail Add-on Installation. 
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How to install the Groups plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Groups plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Groups plugin and 

extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and for 

more details, please refer Groups Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Hide Card Additional Information plugin 

in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Hide Card Additional Information plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading 

the Hide Card Additional Information plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard 

installation path and give file permission and for more details, please refer Hide Card Additional 

Information Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Import from GitHub plugin in the 

Restyaboard? 

You can install the Import from GitHub plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Import from 

GitHub plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file 

permission and for more details, please refer Import from GitHub Plugin Installation. 

How to install the User iCal Feed plugin in the 

Restyaboard? 

You can install the User iCal Feed plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the User iCal Feed 

plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission 

and for more details, please refer User iCal Feed Plugin Installation. 
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How to install the LabelStyle plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the LabelStyle plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the LabelStyle plugin 

and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and 

for more details, please refer LabelStyle Plugin Installation. 

How to install the LDAP plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the LDAP plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the LDAP plugin and 

extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and for 

more details, please refer LDAP Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Insights plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Insights plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Insights plugin and 

extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and for 

more details, please refer Insights Plugin Installation. 

How to install the SEO Checklist plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the SEO Checklist plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the SEO Checklist 

plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission 

and for more details, please refer SEO Checklist Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Slack plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Slack plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Slack plugin and 

extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and for 

more details, please refer Slack Plugin Installation. 
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How to install the Spent Time plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Spent Time plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Spent Time plugin 

and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and 

for more details, please refer Spent Time Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Support Desk plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Support Desk plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Support Desk 

plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission 

and for more details, please refer Support Desk Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Task Move on Due Date plugin in the 

Restyaboard? 

You can install the Task Move on Due Date plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Task 

Move on Due Date plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and 

give file permission and for more details, please refer Task Move on Due Date Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Website QA Checklist plugin in the 

Restyaboard? 

You can install the Website QA Checklist plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Website 

QA Checklist plugin and extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give 

file permission and for more details, please refer Website QA Checklist Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Wiki plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Wiki plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Wiki plugin and 

extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and for 

more details, please refer Wiki Plugin Installation. 
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How to install the Agile WIP plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Agile WIP plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Agile WIP plugin and 

extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and for 

more details, please refer Agile WIP Plugin Installation. 

How to install the Zapier plugin in the Restyaboard? 

You can install the Zapier plugin in the Restyaboard by downloading the Zapier plugin and 

extract/unzip the zip file into the Restyaboard installation path and give file permission and for 

more details, please refer Zapier Plugin Installation. 

How to use Restyaboard in Checklist Based Workflow? 

You can use the Restyaboard in Checklist Based Workflow by adding the tasks and add the 

Checklists with list of sub works for the tasks which have to be queued or pipelined and for more 

details, please refer Restyaboard in Checklist Based Workflow. 

How to use Restyaboard in Label Based Workflow? 

You can use Restyaboard in Label Based Workflow by adding the tasks and add the label New 

for the tasks which have to be queued or pipelined and for more details, please refer 

Restyaboard in Label Based Workflow. 

How to use Restyaboard in list Based Workflow? 

You can use Restyaboard in list Based Workflow by adding the lists named TODO, DOING, DONE 

and adding the tasks in the list TODO which have to be queued or pipelined and for more details, 

please refer Restyaboard in list Based Workflow. 
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How to access your Restyaboard in iPhone? 

You can access your Restyaboard in iPhone by clicking the Restyaboard Bookmark in the Home 

screen and the Restyaboard link will open in the browser and for more details, please refer 

Restyaboard Experience in iPhone. 

How to use your Restyaboard in Drag and Drop Based 

Workflow? 

You can use Restyaboard in Drag and Drop Based Workflow by login with User Credentials and 

you can add a list to the particular board. If there is a change in the status of the work, you can 

move the cards among the lists and for more details, please refer Restyaboard Drag and Drop 

Based Workflow in Android Chrome. 

How to use Email Notification in Restyaboard? 

You can use email notification in your Restyaboard by login and goto profile page and you can 

select the one option of instant, periodical, never for Email Notification and for more details, 

please refer Restyaboard Email Notification. 

How to use Restyaboard in an effective way? 

You can use Restyaboard in effective way by creating the card in any one of the lists in the board 

page and add labels to the card, add members to the card, add start date, due date to the card 

and for more details, please refer Restyaboard Introduction. 

How to Create a Board in Restyaboard? 

You can create a board in a Restyaboard with different templates and for more details, please 

refer Card Creation in Restyaboard. 
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How to Create a Card in Restyaboard? 

You can create a card in a Restyaboard by clicking the Add card option in the list and you can 

create the card with card template and for more details, please refer Card Creation in 

Restyaboard. 

How to Customize a Board in Restyaboard? 

You can customize a board in Restyaboard by goto any board page and click Settings Icon in the 

Board Header for opening the Board actions and you can customize the board using the list of 

options and for more details, please refer Board Customization in Restyaboard. 

How to Delete Card and List in Restyaboard? 

You can delete card and list in Restyaboard by goto any board page and delete the card and list 

if you have the permissions and for list delete action, please click the Settings Icon in the list 

header and for more details, please refer Restyaboard Card and List Delete Actions. 

How to Manage Workflow using Drag and Drop in 

Restyaboard? 

You can manage workflow using drag and drop by goto any particular board page and move the 

cards from list TODO to list DOING if you are going to start the works and you can set the due 

date for those tasks and for more details, please refer Managing Worflow Using Drag and Drop in 

Restyaboard. 

How to Manage Users and Boards from Admin Panel in 

Restyaboard? 

You can manage users and boards from admin panel in Restyaboard by login as admin and goto 

users listing page for user management and add a user and confirm email of the added user and 
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you can Reset Password , Block user and for more details, please refer Restyaboard Users and 

Boards Management. 

How to Customize a Card in Restyaboard? 

You can customize a coard in Restyaboard by goto any board page and click any one of the 

cards in the list by clicking and after opening the card, you can add the members, add labels and 

for more details, please refer Restyaboard Card Options. 

How to Switch to Different Board Views in Restyaboard? 

You can switch between different views of the board by goto any board page and the default 

board view is grid view and change the view to List View by clicking List Icon in the board header 

and for more details, please refer Restyaboard Different Board Views. 

How to use Elasticsearch plugin's search terms in 

Restyaboard? 

You can use Elasticsearch plugin's search terms in Restyaboard by searching with keyword 

board:name for cards within a specific board and for more details, please refer Elasticsearch 

Help. 

How to use IMAP in Restyaboard? 

You can use IMAP in Restyaboard by creating the card from the mail received in the board IMAP 

email and adding and for more details, please refer IMAP uses in Restyaboard. 

How to use API Explorer in Restyaboard? 

You can use API Explorer in Restyaboard by generate a “guest access token”. Using this, you can 

access some API calls like e.g., Register, Forgot password, Login etc. and for more details, please 

refer Restyaboard API Explorer Help. 
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How to use Markdown for Comments and Description in 

Restyaboard? 

You can use Markdown for comments and description in Restyaboard by use of GitHub Flavored 

Markdown and for more details, please refer GitHub Markdown Help. 

How to configure Permissions and Roles in Restyaboard? 

You can configure permissions and roles for users in Restyaboard by login as admin, click the 

Admin button and click Roles option and for more details, please refer Configuration of 

Permissions and Roles. 

How to configure site settings from Admin side in 

Restyaboard? 

You can configure site settings from Admin side in Restyaboard by login as admin, click the 

Admin button and click Settings option and for more details, please refer Configuration of Site 

Settings from Admin. 

How to enable LDAP and its connectivity setup in 

Restyaboard? 

You can enable LDAP and its connectivity setup in Restyaboard by login as admin and goto the 

apps listing page and go to the LDAP app settings page and configure details and for more 

details, please refer LDAP. 

How to use Restyaboard List Options in Restyaboard? 

You can use Restyaboard list options in Restyaboard by going to any board page and click 

Settings icon in the list header for opening the list actions and you can perform the list actions if 

you have permission and for more details, please refer Restyaboard List Actions. 
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How to Backup and Restore Restyaboard? 

You can backup and restore Restyaboard by executing the SQL and you can backup the user 

uploaded files and for more details, please refer Backup and Restore Restyaboard. 

How to use Desktop Notifications in Restyaboard? 

You can use desktop notifications in Restyaboard by login and go to the profile and click the 

settings tab and select the level of notifications and for more details, please refer Desktop 

Notifications in Restyaboard. 

How to attaching Image in Card Using Copy and Paste in 

Restyaboard? 

You can attach the image in Restyaboard by copy and paste in Restyaboard by opening the 

image with image viewer (or) the browser and click copy and paste the image path in the 

comment section and for more details, please refer Attaching Image in Card Using Copy and 

Paste in Restyaboard. 

How to create Workflow templates in Restyaboard? 

You can create the workflow templates in Restyaboard by board template JSON file manually and 

paste into the workflow_templates folder and for more details, please refer Restyaboard 

Workflow Template. 

How Restyaboard Optimized for Android mobile? 

The Restyaboard is optimized for Android mobile by providing unique icon and name so that 

users can distinguish it from other sites and for more details, please refer Restyaboard 

optimization for Android mobile. 
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How to troubleshoot Restyaboard installation in Apache? 

You can install the Restyaboard in Apache server by downloading and pasting .htaccess file and 

restart the server and for more details, please refer Apache configuration. 

How to troubleshoot Restyaboard? 

You can troubleshoot general issues faced in Restyaboard generally like how to match users 

from Trello to the Restya users(for example changing the values in the JSON file?) and for more 

details, please refer Troubleshooting Restyaboard. 

How to use MyRestyaboards iOS App? 

You can use MyRestyaboards iOS App to access the Restyaboard by giving the Restyaboard URL 

and login using the user credentials and for more details, please refer Restyaboard iOS APP. 
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Conclusion 

This document tried to cover all aspects of user questions and FAQ. Any uncovered questions 

can be addressed to Restya Team. 

Tip: How to videos and documentation are available in Restya YouTube Channel 
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